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Quality,

Shimla Hills Offerings Pvt. Ltd. is a global producer, marketer and supplier of food ingredients (fruits and
vegetables based), agricultural commodities and customer-centric solutions for the food and beverage industry.
At Shimla Hills, we’re a bunch of enthusiastic people passionate about devising customer centric solutions for the
food and beverage industry. We’ve evolved as a renowned producer, marketer and supplier of fruit and vegetable
based food ingredients including fruit pulp, puree, concentrate and frozen fruits and vegetables and agro
commodities like spices, beans, pulses, grains, nuts and oilseeds. Our vertical integration strategy from the fruit
pulp business vertical has enabled us to establish our mark in the flavour compounding industry, with our brand,
SNIFF. Our 5000 sq. ft. flavour compounding unit in the heart of the tropical fruit belt of India has evolved to be a
Centre of Excellence unit that nurtures creativity, innovation and research in the food and aromatic industry.
We have also achieved one-of-its kind strong backward integration in farming which helps in keeping the supply
chain perennial. This helps in engraining quality right from the smallest to the largest component of our value
chain.
Today we have clientele in Middle East, South East Asia, Europe, Africa, South America and we aim to expand our
network around the world. We quintessentially believe in bringing the best of nature, augmented to co-create
value for your business!

Our Strengths
The cornerstone of our success lies in strengths like cultivation capabilities, strong tie-ups with growers
and suppliers, and hi-tech processing plants. Above all, the efforts put by our spirited team to bind each
step of our business cohesively, help in bringing seamless farm-to-fork management.

Manufacturing Prowess
æ Yearly production capacity of 30,000 tons, accompanied by 2,500 tons of warehousing facility.
æ Production capacity that ranges between 80-120 MT of finished product on a daily basis and 18-20
MT daily for IQF.
æ Aseptic packaging units come equipped with filling & sterilizing capacity of 10 MT per hour for fruit
pulp, and production capacity of 6 MT per hour for fruit puree concentrate.
æ A three step vendor gating process that methodically helps meet our business expectations as well
as customer satisfaction.

Strong Backward Integration
æ Access to 20,000 acres of farmlands and tie up with over 1000 farmers for sourcing quality produce
from the most fertile fruit producing regions of India located in Tamil Naidu, Andhra Pradesh,
Karnataka and Gujarat.
æ Organised cultivation brings a daily harvest of 20-40 MT for fresh mangoes, 20-25 MT for banana,
8-10 MT for pomegranates and 12-20 MT for guavas.
æ Our agronomists provide guidance to farmers about vital farming concepts like pest control,
optimum use of soil and water, and use of improved cultivar.
æ Farmers are assisted with supply of globally accepted fertilizers and pesticides at subsidized rates.
All processing plants are located within 150 km radius from the farms.

Stronghold on Agro Commodities
æ Through intelligent sourcing we are able to offer wide assortment of commodity from multi-origins
for spices, grains, nuts and oilseeds. This is accompanied with precise information about the
farmers producing it and their locations.
æ Modernized agricultural production techniques, latest equipment, up-to-date cleaning and packing
facilities and efficient manpower helps in offering premium quality, which is our hallmark.
Certificates like IOPEPC (Indian Oilseeds and Produce Export Promotion Council) reinforce our
commitment to be meticulous with the processing and quality of our commodities.

Our Strengths
Technology that speaks for itself
æ Best digital online channels for food traceability which onset at the farm level.
æ The first Indian company to use wireless digital online temperature control system right from the
farms, all the way through to the value chain, even over the sea, till it reaches end user.
æ First Indian exporter to use precision engineered, modified atmosphere and modified humidity
packaging for fresh produce.
æ Latest IT tools like ERP and CRM that give real-time management and service to customers in
shortest possible time.
æ Packhouses equipped with latest technology that ensures proper post-harvest management, along
with proper washing, drying, grading, packaging, ripening, VHT etc. based on product categories at
each packhouse.

Quality and Food Safety Certifications
æ Accredited by certifications like BRC, HACCP, APEDA, USFDA, ISO 9001:2015, FSSAI for
processing and packaging.
æ Test for agro-chemical residue, heavy metals and pesticides conducted under QS certified
laboratories like EUROFINS, SGS and TUV.
æ To guarantee the consistency of our products, we use international standard food grade aseptic
Goglio bags for packaging that are further packed in rust free steel drums with inner polyliner.
æ Most of our fruit pulp units have unique PLC controlled automatic continuous processing plant
machinery. This means all our products are processed and packed under utmost sterile and
hygienic conditions.

Mango
Magic

Pulp I Puree I Concentrate

Shimla Hills manufactures the finest quality mango pulp, puree and concentrate from prime
Indian mango varieties that include Alphonso, Totapuri, Kesar and Raspuri. Processed
mango products are extensively used in the preparation of fruit juices, candies, nectars,
jams, jellies, ice-cream and yoghurt.

Product

TSC
(at 20ºC Brix)

Acidity
(% as citric acid)

pH%

Color

Shelf Life
(in months)

Alphonso Mango Pulp/Puree

16° min

0.5 - 0.7

<4.5

Golden yellow

24

Totapuri Mango Pulp/Puree

14° min

0.4 - 0.6

<4.5

Bright yellow

24

Kesar Mango Pulp/Puree

16° min

0.4 - 0.6

<4.3

Golden yellow

18

Raspuri Mango Pulp/Puree

15° min

0.4 - 0.6

<4.0

Yellow/ reddish yellow

18

Totapuri Mango Puree
Concentrate

28° min

0.90 - 0.10

<4.0

Yellow/ golden yellow

18

Clarified Mango
Concentrate-Frozen

65° min

2.5 - 3.4

<4.5

40%@ 440nm
(at 15 Brix)

12
(in frozen temp.)

Product

Packaging

Acidity
Loadability

pH%
Net Wt. (kg)

Alphonso Mango Pulp/Puree

Aseptic Bags
Cans / carton
Cans / carton

80 drums
1000 cartons
850 cartons

215 kg
6x3.1 kg
24x850 g

Totapuri Mango Pulp/Puree

Aseptic Bags
Cans / carton

80 drums
1000 cartons

215 kg
6x3.1 kg

Kesar Mango Pulp/Puree

Aseptic Bags
Cans / carton
Cans / carton

80 drums
1000 cartons
850 cartons

215 kg
6x3.1 kg
24x850 g

Raspuri Mango Pulp/Puree

Aseptic Bags

80 drums

215 kg

Totapuri Mango Puree
Concentrate

Aseptic Bags

80 drums

228 kg

Clarified Mango
Concentrate-Frozen

Aseptic Bags

72 drums
(reefer)

260 kg
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Guava

Goodness

Pulp I Puree Concentrate

Guava is a tropical fruit that comes in two varieties - white and pink. White guava is sweeter in
taste and grown on a larger scale, whereas pink guava is more of a delicacy. This fruit makes a
delightful base for ice-creams, desserts, smoothies, savoury sauces, jams and jellies.

Product

TSC
(at 20ºC Brix)

Acidity
(% as citric acid)

pH%

Color

Shelf Life
(in months)

Pink Guava Pulp

8° min

0.4 - 0.55

<4.0

Pink

18

White Guava Pulp

8° min

0.3 - 0.6

<4.0

Creamy white

18

Pink Guava Puree
Concentrate

20° min

0.9 - 1.1

<3.9

Pink

12

White Guava Puree
Concentrate

20° min

0.9 - 1.1

<3.9

Creamy white

12

Packaging

Acidity
Loadability

Pink Guava Pulp

Aseptic Bags
Cans/ carton

80 drums
1000 cartons

215 kg
6x3.1 kg

White Guava Pulp

Aseptic Bags
Cans / carton

80 drums
1000 cartons

215 kg
6x3.1 kg

Pink Guava Puree
Concentrate

Aseptic Bags

80 drums

225 kg

White Guava Puree
Concentrate

Aseptic Bags

80 drums

225 kg

Product

pH%
Net Wt. (kg)
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Banana

Papaya

Delight

Purity

Pulp I Puree Concentrate

Banana is widely grown in the Indian states of Andhra Pradesh, Tamil Nadu and Maharashtra. Our
banana puree is extracted from the selected Cavendish variety, having a natural creamy colour. The fruit
is considered an excellent first food for babies, and is used for preparing baby food, as well as smoothies,
jams, yoghurt, dessert mixes and flavoured milk shakes.

Pulp I Puree Concentrate

Papaya fruit is long and bulbous with a broad end and smooth skin. It is hollow inside with black round
seeds nestled in the pulp. Papaya is widely consumed as a table variety. The processed form is used in
confectionery and beverage industry for making candied fruits, mixed beverages, nectars, fruit cocktails,
juices, jams and jellies.

Product

Seasonal
Availability
J

TSC
(at 20ºC Brix)

Acidity
(% as citric acid)

pH%

Red Papaya Pulp/Puree

8° min

0.4 - 0.6

Yellow Papaya Pulp

8° min

Red Papaya Puree
Concentrate

25° min

Shelf Life
(in months)

Loadability

Aseptic Bags
Net Wt. (kg)

<4.5

18

80 drums

215 kg

0.4 - 0.6

<4.5

18

80 drums

215 kg

0.3 - 0.7

<5.5

12

80 drums

225 kg

F
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Product

TSC
(at 20ºC Brix)

Acidity
(% as citric acid)

pH%

Banana Puree
Acidified/Non Acidified

20° min

<4.5

Banana Puree Concentrate

32° min

Shelf Life
(in months)

Loadability

Aseptic Bags
Net Wt. (kg)

<4.8

18

80 drums

215 kg

<4.5

18

80 drums

220 kg

J
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Tamarind

Tomato

Tang

Twist

Juice Concentrate

Puree I Paste

Quality tomato varieties are farmed across the states of Andhra Pradesh,
Maharashtra (Nasik) and Southern India. These tomatoes are renowned for
their flavour, colour and richness; the processed forms of which are used in the
preparation of ketchup, gravies, soups, stews, sauces and beverages.

Tamarind is a native tree of Africa. It grows wildly, but is also cultivated in most tropical regions of the
world. Tamarind tree bears several pods (its fruit) that contain 10- 12 brown seeds that are surrounded by
abundant pulp. It is this fruit and pulp that is valued and converted into processed tamarind products like
pulp powders, juice concentrate and syrups.
Apart from widespread traditional culinary use, tamarind is used for industrial production of curries,
pickles, marinades, chutneys, sauces, ice-cream and sherbet. Tamarind fruit's acidic content helps sugar
and other flavours to mix well. It is for this reason that it is used in preparation of variety of refreshing and
energising drinks.
Once the fruit becomes ripe, the pulp changes into deep rust colour. Shimla Hills manufactures and
exports quality tamarind juice concentrate processed from finest tamarind fruit varieties for various
industrial uses.
Product

TSC
(at 20ºC Brix)

Acidity
(% as citric acid)

pH%

65° min

9 - 16

<2.8

Tamarind Juice Concentrate

Shelf Life
(in months)
12

Product

TSC
(at 20ºC Brix)

Acidity
(% as citric acid)

pH%

Shelf Life
(in months)

Loadability
(20 FCL)

Packaging

Tomato Puree

9° min

0.8 - 0.9

<4.4

24

850 cartons

24x850 g
cans / carton

Tomato Puree Concentrate /
Tomato Paste

28° min

1.6 ± 0.3

<4.4

24

80 drums

228 kg
aseptic bags

Aseptic Bags
Loadability

Net Wt. (kg)

50kg
food grade
drum

12MT: palletised
14MT: without
palletised
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IQF

Fruits & Vegetables

Shimla Hills introduces a wide range of Individual Quick Frozen (IQF) and Bulk Freezed fruits and
vegetables. Processed using Flash Freeze techniques, these products retain their authentic flavor
and nutritive qualities. Each whole fruit is individually frozen, giving them a longer shelf life.

Format

Packaging

Halves | Slices I Chunks (25x25mm)

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton

IQF Totapuri Mango

Dices I Slices I Chunks (6.4x6.4, 10x10, 15x15, 20x20mm)

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton

IQF Guava (Pink/White)

Dices I Slices I Chunks (6.4x6.4, 10x10, 15x15, 20x20mm)

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton

Dices I Slices I Chunks (10x10, 15x15, 20x20mm)

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton

Arils

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton

Dices I Chunks (10x10, 15x15, 20x20mm)

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton

Dices I Slices I Chunks I Ball (10x10, 15x15, 20x20mm)

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton

Dices, Whole, Cut

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton box

Dices

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton box

Whole, Cut

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton box

Whole

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton box

Slices, Dices

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton box

IQF Green Peas

Whole

30 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton box

IQF Sweet Corn

Whole, Cut, Kernels

30 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton box

IQF Baby Corn

Whole, Dices

10 kg LDPE bags in 5 ply carton box

Product
IQF FRUITS
IQF Alphonso Mango

IQF Papaya
IQF Pomegranate
IQF Coconut
IQF Musk Melon
IQF VEGETABLES
IQF Beans
IQF Mixed Vegetables
IQF Okra
IQF Cauliflower
IQF Carrot

FROZEN PULP
Alphonso Mango Pulp

200 kg steel drum or 1kg pouch

Totapuri Mango Pulp

200 kg steel drum or 1kg pouch

White Guava Pulp

200 kg steel drum or 1kg pouch

Oilseeds
Shimla Hills exports variety of quality oilseeds for bulk distributors, wholesalers and
industrial users. These are handpicked, machine cleaned and packed for onward
delivery to destinations across the globe.

Packaging

Loadability (20' FCL)

99/1/1

25/50 Kg PP Bag

19 MT

99/1 – Machine Cleaned

25/50 Kg PP Bag

19 MT

99/1 – Machine Cleaned Sortex

25/50 Kg PP Bag

19 MT

48/2 – Brown Crushing Quality

25/50 Kg PP Bag

19 MT

99.90% I 99.95%

25/50 Kg PP Bag; 25 kg paper Bags

19 MT

99.97% I 99.98%

25/50 Kg PP Bag; 25 kg paper Bags

19 MT

Ethiopian-Humera I Wollega

50 Kg PP Bags

19 MT

Sudanese Sesame Seeds

50 Kg PP Bags

19 MT

Nigerian Sesame Seeds

50 Kg PP Bags

19 MT

25/50 Kg PP Bags

19 MT

25/50 Kg PP Bags

19 MT

Product varieties
SESAME SEEDS
Indian Natural White Sesame Seeds

Indian Hulled Sesame Seeds

Other Sesame Seeds

SUNFLOWER SEEDS
Machine Cleaned
SAFFLOWER SEEDS
Machine Cleaned

Sesame seeds
Sesame seeds are one the favourite seasoning ingredients around the world that gives recipes a crispy crunch
and nutty flavour, specially when sprinkled on various bakery products like breads, buns and cookies. Sesame
seeds have a huge variety to offer like the brown, red, black, yellow and ivory varieties. Shimla Hills offers
sesame seeds in hulled, sundried and sortexed forms of Indian, Ethiopian, Nigerian and Sudanese origin.

Nuts
Cashew Nuts
The cashew nut is probably one of the most exciting nuts that grow, hanging under an apple that is used for
juice. The nut itself is protected by a very strong shell that needs to be roasted / steamed before it can be
shelled. The shell contains a high percentage of liquid, which makes the shell prefect for fuelling the ovens
that dry down the kernels.

Product varieties

Sizes (Kernels)

Packaging

Loadability (20' FCL)
Net Weight (LBS)

Net Weight (Kgs)

CASHEW NUTS
White

W 180; W 210; W 240; W
320; W 450; W 500

Scorched Wholes

SW 240, Sw320, SW 450

Brokens

LSP, LP, SSP, SP

Splits

WS, SS

Desert Wholes

DW

W 180

W 210

10 x 2 x 750 Cartons
Vacuum in poly
bags or 10kg tins
in cartons

25 x 2 x 700 Cartons
11.34 x 2 x 700 Cartons
50 x 700 Cartons
22.68 x 700 Cartons

W 240

SW 320

SP

LWP

Note: (w) White; (SSW) Scorched Wholes Seconds; (DW) Desert Wholes; (SW) Scorched Wholes; (SWP) Scorched White Pieces; (LWP) Large White
Pieces; (SPS) Scorched Pieces Seconds; (DP) Desert Pieces; (SP) Scorched Pieces; (SSP) Scorched Small Pieces.

Peanuts
Peanuts, better known as groundnuts are actually a legume, rather than a nut. They are also popular by other
names like earthnuts, ground nuts, goober peas, monkey nuts, pygmy nuts and pig nuts. Commercial
manufacturers use bulk quantities of peanuts for sandwiches, candy and bakery products.
Product varieties

Packaging

Loadability (20' FCL)

50 kg Jute Bags; 25 kg Vacuum bags

18 - 19 MT

50 kg Jute Bags; 25 kg Vacuum bags

18 - 19 MT

25 Kgs PP bags

18 - 19 MT

PEANUTS
Peanuts - Bold
40I50;50I60;60I70;70I80
Peanuts- Java
50I60;60I70;70I80;80I90
TJ

Spices
Spices usually come from dried fruit, barks, roots, seeds or vegetable substances and are mostly used
for colouring, aroma, flavouring, medicinal applications and preserving foods. Asian spices, specifically
Indian varieties are renowned across the world for their quality and effectiveness. Shimla Hills is one of
the leading exporters of spices from across India, having a fabulous selection of spices to offer.
Packaging

Loadability (20' FCL)

With/ Without Seeds

150/ 200/ 500/ 1Kg/ 20 Kg Block

22 MT

With/ Without Fibre

150/ 200/ 500/ 1Kg/ 20 Kg Block

22 MT

Turmeric Fingers- Nizamabad

50 kg Jute Bags

18 MT

Turmeric Fingers -Erode

50 kg Jute Bags

18 MT

25 kg Paper/ PP Bags

18 MT

334

10 / 20 kg Jute Bags

18 MT

Teja

10 / 20 kg Jute Bags

18 MT

Bydagi

10 / 20 kg Jute Bags

18 MT

1% Europe

25 / 50 kg PP Bags

14 MT

1% Singapore

25 / 50 kg PP Bags

14 MT

2% Singapore

25 / 50 kg PP Bags

14 MT

Eagle Whole/ Eagle Split

40 kg Jute Bags

21 MT

Coriander – Ukraine Origin

25 Kgs PP Bags

21 MT

25 / 50 kg Jute/ PP Bags

14 MT

25 / 50 kg PP Bags

24 MT

25 / 50 kg PP Bags

22 MT

25 / 50 kg PP Bags

19 MT

Product varieties
TAMARIND BLOCK

TURMERIC

Turmeric Powder
RED CHILLIES- WHOLE/ CRUSHED/ POWDERED

CUMIN SEEDS

CORIANDER SEEDS

FENNEL
European/ Singapore
FENUGREEK
Machine Cleaned I Sortex
MUSTARD SEEDS
Yellow/ Black
ANNATTO SEEDS
Machine Cleaned (India/ Ghana)

Grains
Grains are small, hard and dry seeds that are divided into whole and refined grains. Whole grains are
ones that have complete grain kernels. The refined grains, on the other hand are milled to remove the
bran and germ. We offer wide range of grains with extensive varieties. In rice, we offer aromatic Basmati
rice, long grained and Vietnamese rice. Other grains like maize and millet are also available with us.
Packaging

Loadability (20' FCL)

As required by customer

23 - 25 MT

As required by customer

23-25 MT

White Rice- Sortex (5% ;15%; 25% ;100%)

25 I 50 kg PP Bag packing

25 MT

Parboiled Rice - Sortex (5%; 15%; 25%; 100%)

25 I 50 kg PP Bag packing

25 MT

As required by customer

25 MT

25 / 50 kg PP Bag packing

25 MT

As required by customer

25 MT

Indian Yellow Maize / White Maize

Bulk 50 kg PP Bag

24 MT

Indian Millet (Bajra) Machine Cleaned

Bulk 50 kg PP Bag

24 MT

Indian Sorghum Machine Cleaned

Bulk 50 kg PP Bag

24 MT

Yellow Pearl Millet – Ukraine Origin

Bulk / 50 Kgs PP Bags Packing

24 MT

Red Millet – Russian Origin

Bulk / 50 kgs PP Bags Packing

24 MT

25/50 kg PP Bags

24-25 MT

Product varieties
BASMATI RICE
INDIAN EXTRA LONG GRAIN RICE -1121
1121 Sela/ Golden Sela/ Steamed - 100%
Sortex Cleaned
INDIAN LONG GRAIN RICE- PUSA
PUSA- Sela I Golden
NON BASMATI RICE
INDIAN LONG GRAIN

PR 11/ PR 14
Sela I Golden Sela I Steamed
SHARBATI
Sela I Golden Sela I Steamed
VIETNAM RICE
5% Broken White I 5% Jasmine White
OTHER GRAINS

Chick Peas
- 42/44, 44/46, 46/48, 58/60, 60/62 & 75/80

Centre of Excellence Unit

Sniff
SNIFF is the official brand of Shimla Hills Offerings Pvt. Ltd. for
its Flavours, Colours and Fragrances product line. Shimla Hills
has been accredited with FSSAI certificate for manufacturing
flavours. The brand offers essence of taste, aroma and visual
appeal for various food segments. SNIFF brand is represented
by a Tagete flower (marigold flower) logo, which defines the core
of our venture with its sweet aroma and subtle flavour. It also
reflects our aim to bring right quality, delivered at right time for
the right application.
A 5000 sq.ft flavour compounding facility has been setup for SNIFF in India at Chittoor, Andhra
Pradesh. Designed in line with GMP standards this facility has an analytical & microbial lab,
application lab and provision for warehousing. SNIFF is an endeavour to offer customised
products for flavours, colours and fragrances using best creativity, innovation and technology.

In the heart of the tropical fruit belt of India, we have also established a Centre of Excellence Unit (CoE) to
foster creativity, innovation and research in the food and aromatic industry. The unit strives to work on the
following areas:
æ

Advanced engineering capabilities to develop leading edge technology and science for food production

æ

Manufacturing process and systems that reduce production cost and drive efficiency

æ

Sustainable practices for agriculture and food production

æ

Global Food Security

A competent team of food technologists, flavorists, microbiologists and product analysts drive the unit.
Synergies arise as flavour design, product development, quality control and marketing teams work together
here.

Flavours

Colours

Appreciation of good food lies in its taste. Shimla Hills offers a range of food flavours to heighten any culinary
experience, and deliver a pleasant aftertaste sensation. You have high quality options that are designed to keep
within your cost parameters.
We provide flavour products to match your needs. With a
range that extends from traditional favourites, trendy tongue
teasers to customised preparations as well.

Shimla Hills brings you colour additives that are safe and suitable for commercial and domestic cooking. Choose
from options in both natural and synthetic formats. Our products deliver consistent consumer appeal and support
flavour association. Use them to add sparkle to beverages, beer and iced tea or present ice creams, desserts and
yogurt in good light. Make candies, jam, jellies, marmelade, fruit crushes, ice cream toppings, gum, confectionery
and bakery products more attractive or use colours to add vibrancy to any variety of basic food items.

Beverages
Ÿ

Select the right mix to add punch to beverages (both
Alcoholic and Non-Alcoholic) as well as fruit juices, tea
and coffee products; and in soft drinks (with or without
fizz)

Ÿ

New and interesting variants from across the world,
designed to suit and satisfy local tastes.

Dairy
Ÿ

Take advantage of our range of flavour profiles to whip
up delicious ice-creams, desserts, milkshakes, cheese,
yoghurts and spreads.

Ÿ

We have all-time favourites like vanilla, strawberry and
chocolate, as well as some delightful twisters for added
interest.

Bakery
Ÿ

Add a delightful whiff of aroma to your hot breads,
cakes and biscuits.

Ÿ

Experience sensations ranging from sweet to piquant
and from subtle to tangy.

Confectionery
Ÿ

Whip up some excitement while preparing chocolates,
candies, chewing gum and cereals.

Fragrances
Shimla Hills brings a huge range of commercially successful fragrances for personal care, home care and fabric
care. We can provide you customised products in line with the given specifications. Our innovative technology
helps bring wide-variety of fragrances that suit the industrial requirement right from fine fragrance to personal
care to laundry detergents and room freshening.

Value towards

Locations

the eco-system

ready to serve YOU!

NOIDA

Noida, Uttar Pradesh – It’s our heart that throbs here!
Right at the centre of India; our Noida office is our
connecting point with the rest of the world, leveraging our
thoroughgoing business and sales activities.

Shimla, Himachal Pradesh - Our office at Shimla is the

SHIMLA

core from where all our creative juices flow. All our
marketing endeavours sprout from here. It’s also the centre
of domestic and international sales. In addition, monitoring
of production, fostering customer relationships, analysing
avenues for new business or anything that involves our
imaginative side - all happens here.

Fair Trade Policies are dutifully adhered to by our company. We share a mutual respect towards society and communities around
the globe.
Our sustainable environmental initiatives help reduce carbon footprints. Use of appropriate packaging material, incorporating

CHITTOOR

Chittoor, Andhra Pradesh - It is the production hub of
mango pulp, our flagship product. Along with this, major

renewable energy, reducing odiferous air submission, conserving non-renewal material, and following innovative farming

fruit processing for tropical fruits like banana, gauva and

methods help in protecting both health and environment.

papaya also takes place at this location. A new 5000 sq.ft

Manpower sourcing is done from the underdeveloped regions of the world to boost their economic and social upliftment. We
are equally devoted towards employee welfare, ethical corporate behaviour and social investments. Forced or slave labour of
any human being, especially children is neither supported nor condoned. All our employees enjoy respect and proper
remunerations without any discrimination done on any grounds.

flavour compounding facility (SNIFF) has been developed
here along with elaborate laboratories, R&D and QA
centres.

